FRENCH INDO-CHINA
suffering is not the same. Being in prison, better fed and better
than at home, is no deprivation to the Annamite. To him time
nothing, and he has practically no personal liberty at best.
Very few attempts to escape from prison are recorded. The prisoner,
returned to his village, has even acquired prestige among his com-
patriots, Being kept long away from the ancestral tombs is a far greater
source of moral suffering to the Annamite, so that a sentence of exile
is much more severe to him than the death penalty.
AnnaiBite belief that a spirit existence is superior to this mortal
coil	Mm approach death with an indifference which only tfaje
threat of a non-ritual burial can shake. Bravery on the scaffold for an
Occidental entails a vast effort of the will over a trembling body, quite
the reverse of the Aimamite's indifference to this momentary transition
two kinds of existence. During the conquest the death penalty
quite ineffective, but a threat to disinter and scatter the bones of
their	often brought bandits to terms.
The	consequences of this new justice were   far-reaching.
Imprisonment, prior to the trial and subsequent to the verdict, deeply
the family of the accused by depriving them for long of their
Wigc-camer* Contrary to the French individualistic concepts, this was
a return to the Annamite punishment of the guilty man's
might themselves be the innocent sufferers. Caning was the
code's alternative, and it had the advantage of costing the
of	immediately applicable, and of inflicting only
not  permanently  injuring  the  delinquent's
to	It is true that the mandarins could apply the cane
justice, but this was not true of the French, whose
sharpened by a tropical climate. The 'Cane
too	& weapon for human passions, since a lack of
into brutality. There is a subsidiary
in	of	corporal punishments: a confession of
the French law requires*        be wrung from aa Aimamite
by titit	he	feel constrained to remain silent
of	as a traitor. Native indifference to suffer-
faft it	or	belief, and partly on a less highly
Those	are horrified by the idea of
cfo not |ace the Occidental alternative of the third
is iiIfitiittrfyTO,!^
to	mtfaarity: although this
it	It fc         the less true titat Ms

